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Dear colleagues,

it is a distinct pleasure for us to welcome you in Berlin to an international symposium entitled "New molecular pathomechanisms and novel therapeutic approaches in heart failure". The challenge of heart failure diagnosis and therapy is increasing worldwide as a consequence of both increasing prevalence and severity of this clinical syndrome. The necessity to develop and evaluate novel treatment strategies arises from the rather limited efficacy of current therapeutic approaches. Drug-based and surgical approaches including heart transplantation and cardiac assist devices have improved the quality of life and prognosis of heart failure patients.

However, LVAD and HTX are available only for a very small fraction of patients worldwide, and current drug therapy has limited efficacy in advanced stages. During the symposium we will discuss the status and prospects of cell transfer-based and recombinant protein-based approaches, but also strategies based on regulatory RNA molecules or gene transfer to the heart. These approaches have already entered or are currently entering the stage of clinical translation, thus generating a truly exciting and exceptional period in the development of heart failure research. The recent evolution of such novel therapeutic tools ready for preclinical and clinical evaluation has enabled us to address new therapeutic targets that were beyond the reach of traditional pharmaceutical strategies.

The symposium covers a spectrum of current scientific and clinical work ranging from the identification of new targets and molecular pathomechanisms, refined diagnostic procedures, to the evaluation of the therapeutic tools by rigorously designed preclinical and clinical studies.

The faculty of the symposium reflects the thoroughly interdisciplinary character of current heart failure research worldwide, and we are indeed certain that the get together of colleagues from diverse field of science is of paramount importance to achieve the ultimate and very demanding goal of translating basic research findings from well defined systems to the far more complex situation encountered when treating individual patients.

We look forward with great pleasure to this “translational” meeting within the center of the exciting city of Berlin.

With our best regards

Heinz-Peter Schultheiss
Carsten Tschoepe
Wolfgang Poller
Thursday, January 21
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The Hotel de Rome is situated directly on Bebelsplatz and therefore neighbouring the German State Opera, the Humboldt University and the Faculty of Law, which used to be the Royal Library.

By Air

Tegel is Berlin’s international airport, located twelve kilometers from Hotel de Rome and approximately 25 minutes by car. Schönefeld is Berlin’s second airport, located about 20 kilometers and forty minutes away.

By Train

The city is well served by the national rail system. The main train station, Hauptbahnhof, is located two kilometers away from Hotel de Rome.